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The global climate system is driven by energy, almost all of which comes from the Sun. 
In this chapter, variations in the Sun-Earth relationship, which create spatial and 
temporal variations in the receipt of solar radiation over Earth's surface, are exam

ined. Imbalances in energy inputs and outputs lead to massive transfers of energy in 
both the atmosphere and oceans. These factors control the nature of climate and lead 
to very distinctive climates in different regions of the world. To understand New 
Zealand's climate, it is necessary to first take a global view of the climate system of 

Earth. 

The Sun and the E.arth 

Earth is one of nine planets of the solar system. Our closest planetary neighbours of 
Mars and Venus have evolved completely different atmospheres and climates, caused 
by varying distances from the Sun, different sizes and different compositions. All have 

climate systems that are powered by the Sun. Earth rotates on its axis once every 24 
hours and orbits the Sun every 365 days. The ax is of rotation is at an angle of about 
23.5 0 to the vertical. These factors mean that the solar radiation received at any loca

tion is constantly changing. Over many thousands of years the nature of Earth's orbit 
and the tilt of its axis change, thus further affecting the amount and distribution of 
radiation. This leads to significant climate change, including glacial and interglac ial 

periods. 
The amount of radiation received by a planet is inversely proportional to the 

square of the distance from the Sun. At the top of Earth's atmosphere, the solar radia
tion amounts to approximately 1370 W m-2. This is known as the solar constant, 

although it does vary. The wavelength of radiation emitted from any body is inversely 
proportional to its temperature. Since the Sun is very hot (6000 K), the wavelength of 
solar radiation is very short, ranging from 0.1 microns (~m) to about 2 microns, with 

the peak emission at 0,48 microns (Figure 4.1a) . On the other hand, radiation emitted 
from terrestrial bodies, such as the ground, vegetation, oceans and snow is at much 
longer wavelengths, as their temperatures are typically at about 270-300 K. Conse
quently, this type of radiation is in the range 4 microns to over 50 microns (Figure 4.1b). 
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Thus Earth and its atmosphere are bathed in two distinct types of radiation-short
wave radiation from the Sun and long-wave radiation from terrestrial surfaces. 
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Figure 4.1 Variation in the intensity of radiation with wavelength (A) (a) for the Sun (temperature = 6000 K). 
and (b) for a range of emissions from Earth (temperature = 250-300 K). Note that the vertical scale for solar 
radiation is a million times greater than that for Earth. (After Neiburger et al. 1981) 

Seasonal variations in solar radiation received 

Variations in solar radiation received arise mainly from the axial tilt of the Earth (Fig
ure 4 .2 ). The planet orbits the Sun with its ax is of rotation pointing in a constan t 
direction, so that the area illuminated by the Sun changes during the year. This is the 
principal cause of the seasons. At the summer solstice (21 December), the midday 

Sun is directly overhead at the Tropic of Capricorn (lati tude 23.5°S). It is always 
above the horizon for a ll latitudes south of the Antarctic C ircle, so that these areas 

have continuous daylight at this time. North of the Arctic Circle it is continuous 
night. Between then and the autumn equinox (22 March), the latitude at which the 
midday Sun is directly overhead gradually moves northward to be over the equator. 
Thereafter, it shifts to the Tropic of Cancer (latitude 23.5°N), so that it is overhead 

there at the winter solstice (21 June). 
A smaller seasonal variation in receipt of solar radiation occurs because of the 

eccentricity of Earth's orbit about the Sun. Earth is nearest to the Sun (147 million 

km) in early January, and furthest away (152 million km) in early July. The variation 
in energy rece ived is ±3 .50/0. This means that New Zealand potentially receives signif
icantly more solar radiation in summer and during the growing season than equivalent 

locations in the Northern Hemisphere. 
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Figure 4.2 (a) Exposure of Earth to Sun's radiation at the solstices and the equinoxes, (b) position of the 
midday sun at the equator, and (c) position of the midday sun at 400 S, the approximate latitude of central New 
Zealand. (Modified from Briggs et al. 1997) 

As the Sun rises across the sky, the intensity of solar radiation received by a horizontal 

surface increases. In effect, the amount of radiation is spread over a smaller area, com
pared with the case when the Sun is low in the sky (Figure 4.3). Thus in summer, solar 
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radiation rece ived by each square metre is much higher than it is for winter, when the 

Sun is at a lower angle above the horizon. Similarly, places on Earth that are closer to 
the equator tend to have more intense solar radiation than those near the poles. As 
well as the angle between the Sun's rays and the atmosphere and Earth's surface , the 

length of daylight also affects the amount of radiation rece ived. At the equator, the 
day remains approximately 12 hours long throughout the year. However, at the poles, 
it varies between zero in winter and 24 hours in summer. At mid-latitude locations, 

such as New Zealand, summer days are about 16 hours long, compared with about 

eight hours in winter. 
When all these factors are accounted for, the solar rad iation falling on a horizontal 

surface at the outside of the atmosphere varies by latitude and time of year as shown in 
Figure 4.4. For the tropics, the values are high but with little seasonal variation. At 

the poles, solar rad iation is a little higher than in the tropics in summer but zero in 
winter. The top of the atmosphere above mid-lati tude countries, such as New Zealand, 
receives over 500 W m-2 in summer, but only about a quarter of this in winter. Note 

also that there is a gradient of solar rad iation from the tropics to the poles that is very 
strong in winter, but almost non-existent in summer. 
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Figure 4,3 (Left) Energy distri butio n on a horizontal surface at 23 .5°S, related to the angle of incoming solar 
radiation fo r (a) summer and (b) win ter. 

Figure 4.4 Solar radiation (W m-2) falling on a horizontal surface at the outside of the Earth's atmosphere for 
different latitudes and months. (After Neiburger et al. 1981) 
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E.ffect of the atmosphere and surface 

A summary of the effect of the atmosphere and surface on the radiation budget of 
Earth is shown in Figure 4.5. The atmosphere reduces the amount of solar radiation 

reaching the Earth's surface. First, molecules of the various gases of the atmosphere 
absorb, reflect, and scatter so lar radia tion. Even on a very clear day, solar radiation at 

the surface is only about 75% of those values shown in Figure 4.4 . Second, dust and air 
po llution does much the same. Finally, clouds are very reflect ive, so that where they 
are present, considerable so lar radiation is lost back to space. 
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Figure 4.5 Global radiation and energy balances. The units are percentages of incoming solar radiation . 
Recycling of long-wave radiation between the surface and atmosphere results in values greater than 100. (Sturman 
& Tapper 1996) 

Once it reaches the sUlface, some solar radiation is reflected, depending on the 
albedo of the sUlface. Albedo is the percentage of incoming solar radiation that is 

reflected. For example, snow fields have an albedo up to 90%, while for many land 
surfaces the figure is 15-30%, and for tropical oceans it is less than 10%. When these 
factors, and clouds, are accounted for, the albedo of Earth is about 30%. 

As a result of absorption of solar radiation in the atmosphere and at the surface, 
Earth gains energy that is converted to heat. It emits some of this as long-wave radia
tion, which is in the infra-red range, so cannot be seen. In this form, the energy is sus
ceptible to absorpt ion in the atmosphere and very little escapes directly to space. This 

abili ty of the atmosphere to trap emissions of long-wave radiation is known as the 
greenhouse effect. The most important atmospheric gases in this process are water 
vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, ozone, nitrous oxides, and chlorofluorocarbons. The 
greenhouse effect is extremely important because it keeps the temperature about 33 K 

higher than it otherwise would be. Without it Earth would be an- ice planet and 
evolution of advanced life would be very difficult. 
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Global energy system 

Taking Earth as a whole, no part is getting warmer and cooler, so there must be an 
overall balance. This argument ignores any 'enhanced greenhouse effect' caused by 
human activity, such as increased carbon dioxide from the burning of fossil fuels. Fig

ure 4.5 shows that more short-wave radiation is absorbed by the surface than leaves as 
reflected short-wave radiation. Also, most long-wave radiation from the surface is re

rad iated back from the atmosphere. Therefore the surface should gain heat and the 
atmosphere should lose heat, were it not for other types of energy transfers. These are 
in the form of convective energy exchanges. Most takes place through evaporation 
from the surface (soil, vegetation, and oceans) as part of latent heat transfer (defined 

later). A smaller amount occurs through sensible heat transfer (defined later), due to 
the movement of energy from warmer towards colder areas. When averaged over the 

globe, most net energy transfer from the surface to the atmosphere is in the form of 
latent and sens ible heat. All this means that the Sun does little to heat the atmos

phere. Rather, the atmosphere is heated from. below by energy exchange with the 
Earth's surface. 

The latitudinal radiation budget is shown in Figure 4.6. The atmosphere has a 

negative radiation budget, even in the tropics, whereas for the Earth's surface the bal
ance is positive, except near the poles. When the values of the atmosphere and surface 
are summed, there are clearly defined areas where the radiation budget is positive and 
those where it is negative. The energy-surplus region extends between about 400N 

and 400S. The deficit region ex tends poleward of these latitudes. Thus New Zealand, 
which lies between latitudes 47° and 34°S, is in the nodal area between a rad iation 

surplus region and a radiation deficit region. 
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The magnitude of the surplus equals that of the deficit. Since the polar regions, 
although cold, are not observed to be ge tting colder, and the tropical regions, although 

warm, are not getting warmer, there must be a transfer of energy between the two. The 
necessary heat transfer is accomplished by global winds organised into what is known 
as the general circulation of the atmosphere, and to a lesser extent by ocean currents. 

E.nergy transfers 

Every feature and part of the atmosphere and ocean are involved in energy transfers 

and transformations. These processes maintain a steady-state equilibrium within the 
climate system. Energy is transferred from warmer to cooler parts of the globe. Thus 
there is a net poleward transfer of energy from the energy-surplus region of the tropics 

to the energy-deficit region near the poles. A variety of processes are involved . In the 
atmosphere, winds carry warm air and water vapour away from the tropics. These 
transfers are known as sensible heat transfer and latent heat transfer, respectively. 

Water vapour carries energy in the form of latent heat. This energy is released when 
water condenses and warms the air. However, energy is required to evaporate water. 
Thus latent heat energy is transferred from regions of the world where there is much 

evaporation (such as the warm tropical oceans) to regions where there is much con
densation (such as in mid latitudes during storms). The oceans also transfer significant 

amounts of energy through currents. 
The latitudinal distribution of components that make the poleward transfer of 

energy are shown in Figure 4.7. The peak poleward transfers of energy of all kinds occur 
between 200 and 500 Nand S. However, there are marked variations from one part of 

the globe to another and between different forms of energy. For example, sensible heat 
transfers are at a max imum near latitudes 50- 600 and at 10-200. Ocean energy trans
fers are most important e ither side of the equator. New Zealand's location means that it 

is in an area of the globe where there are massive transfers of energy, particularly in the 
atmosphere. This helps explain the changeable and vigorous nature of its weather. 

Summary of energy imbalances 

The above discussion identifies two major imbalances in the receipt of radiation by 

Earth: 
• The imbalance between a radiation surplus at the surface and a radiation deficit 

in the atmosphere. This imbalance is rectified by the evaporation of water from the 
surface (latent heat flux) and by the ground heating the air from below (sensible 

heat flux). 
• The imbalance between a radiation surplus in the tropics and a radiation deficit at 

higher latitudes. This imbalance is rectified by winds, which carry water vapour 
(when this condenses, latent heat is released) and ensure the poleward movement 
of warm air (sensible heat), and by heat transfer through ocean currents. 
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Average annual latitudinal distribution of the components of poleward energy transfer. (After Sellers 

Other imbalances also exist. The main ones are: 

• The imbalance between radiation absorbed by the oceans and the continents. 
The oceans have a lower albedo compared with the land, solar radiation pene
trates below its surface, and convection ensures that heat is diffused within a 
thick layer. When combined with the higher heat capacity of water compared 

with rock and soil, oceans store much more heat and change temperature more 
slowly than continents. Continents therefore tend to be warmer than oceans in 
summer but cooler in winter, leading to monsoonal circulation systems. During 

summer these form large organised inflows of warm and moist marine air towards 
the interior of continents. In winter the winds reverse and there are outflows of 
cold and dry continental air towards the oceans. Monsoonal circulations transfer 

latent and sensible heat, and act to redress the radiation and heat imbalance 
between oceans and continents. 

• The imbalance between the sunlit, or day, side of the globe and the dark, or night, 
side. This leads to diurnal changes in energy balance between the surface and 

atmosphere, and to local circulation systems such as land and sea breezes. 
• The imbalance between the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The Southern 

Hemisphere is largely a water one, with huge ice sheets about the pole. By con
trast, the Northern Hemisphere has much more land, and an ocean at its pole. 
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The energy balances are therefore · different. Consequently the Southern Hemi
sphere tends to be cooler but with less seasonal variation. A further consequence 

is that the thermal equator is north of the geographica l one. 
• There are also imbalances between the western and eastern margins of tropical 

oceans, especially the Pacific. Eastern margins, such as near Peru, tend to have 

cooler sea surface temperatures, and associated climates tend to be drier and 
cooler. Warm water accumulates along western ocean margins, such as near 

Indonesia. Associated climates are warm, with much uplift of warm moist air. 
These differences create what is known as a Walker Circulation. Tropical air 
flows from east to west at the surface and west to east aloft. Fluctuations in the 

Walker Circulation cause EI Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) events (as dis
cussed later in Chapter 8). 

Global circulation 

All these imbalances and the rotation of the Earth lead to complex but organised pat
terns of energy and water transfer in the atmosphere . They drive the global circulation 
of winds, which is commonly referred to as the genera l circulation. In large measure 

the general circulation determines the broad climates in different parts of Earth. Fig
ure 4.8 shows the general circulation. It is the generalised pattern obtained by averag
ing observed winds along each line of lat itude for all seasons. The general circulation 

is broken down into three latitudinal cells in each hemisphere. 

Mean positions of 
subtropical jets 

Mean position of polar jet 

Mean position of polar 

Mean positions of 
subtropical jets 

Figure 4.8 Genera l circulation of the atmosphere. Cross-sections show the three latitudinal celis, with single-
headed arrows indicating wind components from the west and double-headed components from ' the east. (After 
Sturman & Tapper 1996) 
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The circulation in the tropics consists of paired Hadley Cells. Surface air blows 
towards the low-pressure belt near the equator, where there is much uplift caused by 
strong surface heating. Because of the rotation of the Earth, the winds do not blow 

directly north or south but are deflected towards the left in the Southern Hemisphere 
to become the southeast trade winds. They are the northeast trade winds in the 
Northern Hemisphere. Where they meet is called the Intertropical Convergence 

Zone (ITCZ). The ITCZ moves north or south of the equator according to the sea
sonal pattern of radiational heating. The ascent of air at the ITCZ causes frequent out
breaks of thunderstorms and heavy rain, especially in the afternoon after surface 

heating has reached its maximum. 
Once aloft, the equatorial air diverges and flows poleward. It subsides at latitudes 

about 30 0 N and 300 S. This is the subtropical high-pressure zone. The subsiding air 

dries and warms, so that this zone is one of little cloud, much sunshine, and low rain
fall. For this reason many of the globe's largest deserts are found here . The Hadley Cell 
is completed by some of the surface outflow winds from the subtropical high-pressure 

zone flowing towards the equator to become trade winds . 
Some of the outflow from the subtropical high-pressure zone moves poleward and 

feeds into the zone of the westerlies. Here, rotating storms, or depressions, are the 

main mechanisms of energy transfer. These are initiated in areas of strong temperature 
gradients where warmer air moving poleward meets cooler air from the polar regions. 
The boundaries between these distinct air masses are marked by fronts, and it is near 

these that bad weather tends to occur. Depressions and troughs, with their associated 
fronts, are separated by anticyclones. All these systems generally move from west to 
east and exert a profound influence on New Zealand, with the weather changing daily. 

Typically a complete cycle of anticyclone, trough and back to anticyclone takes about 
a week to cross New Zealand. During this time winds can blow from the north through 
west and then from the south. Thus the zone of westerlies has winds from every direc

tion, but when all these are averaged the prevailing direction is from the west. The 
causes and nature of day-to-day winds over New Zealand are examined more fully in 
Chapter 5. 

Around the poles, beyond the zone of the westerlies, there tends to be a zone of 
prevailing easterlies. Winds are variable and linked with shallow polar anticyclones 
and outflow of cold air from the ice sheets of Antarctica. 

Role of the oceans 
Covering over 71 % of the Earth's surface, the oceans are a fundamental component of 
the climate system. Interactions between the rapidly mixing atmosphere and the 
slowly changing ocean basins are constantly out of phase. This is a major reason as to 

why climate varies from one year to the next and from decade to decade. The oceans 
also exert other influences. Their high heat capacity dampens the range of daily, sea
sonal and annual temperatures, especially in coastal regions and they are the birth
place of all tropical cyclones and many mid-latitude storms. 

A third to half of the heat transported from the tropics towards the poles is car
ried by ocean currents. As a consequence, some regions of the world have completely 
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different climates even though they are at about the same latitude. A spectacular 

example occurs at about 55°N, where on the western side of the Atlantic there is 
coastal tundra, while on the eastern side the climate of Europe is remarkably temperate. 

The global deep ocean circulates slowly, needing a thousand years or more for a 

full revolution. Deep vertical mixing is very slow and very localised. The ocean is 
heated from above by the absorption of solar radiation. This contrasts with the atmos

phere, which is heated from below, causing rapid convection. Deep convection in the 
ocean only occurs in some high-latitude areas, where surface water is cooled and sea or 
land ice is melting, such as occurs in the North Atlantic near Greenland and in the 

Southern Ocean about Antarctica. The surface water is denser than water lower down 
and sinks, sometimes to the ocean floor. 

The place of New Zealand in the global climate system 

The most important factor that controls the climate of New Zealand is its location, at 
a crossroads between several global wind belts. To understand the climate, it is neces
sary to see where New Zealand fits within the larger hemispheric perspective. New 

Zealand largely lies within the westerlies, which circle the hemisphere over the 
Southern Ocean and about Antarctica. On the other hand, the northern part of the 

country is on the southern fringe of the subtropical high pressure belt, the region of 
persistent anticyclones that causes the deserts of Australia . 

These circulation features shift poleward in the summer and equatorward in the 

winter, so that New Zealand is influenced by one or the other depending upon the 
season. However, the influence of the Australian continent complicates this general 
picture. It is such a large landmass that it distorts the pattern of wind belts and gener

ates its own pressure features. During summer Australia becomes much warmer than 
the surrounding oceans. This heated air rises, so that a thermal low-pressure area is 
created at the surface in the interior of the continent. Monsoon-like winds blow 

towards the interior of the northern part of the continent. The subtropical anti
cyclone is displaced south into the region of the Great Australian Bight, and from 
here a ridge often extends eastward over the Tasman Sea and New Zealand's North 

Island (Figure 4.9). The consequent rearrangement of the pressure field has the effect 
of strengthening the westerly winds over New Zealand, particularly during spring and 

early summer. 
Something quite different happens in winter. It is so dry and cloud-free over 

central Australia that much long-wave radiation escapes to space, causing the surface 
to cool dramatically, especially at night. Consequently, an extensive, dense layer of 
cold air develops in the lower atmospher~ to form a thermal high-pressure region. The 

thermal low of summer is replaced by an anticyclone. Downstream over New Zealand 
the airflow is forced to become more southwesterly and wind speeds tend to slacken. 
Thus, while the westerlies are further north in winter than in summer, they are often 

weaker. 
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Typical circulation systems in the Southwest Pacific in (a) summer and (b) winter. (After Steiner 

Other influences on New Zealand climate 

New Zealand is surrounded by a vast expanse of ocean. Australia and Antarctic are 
2000 km and 2500 km away respectively. As a result, all air masses that reach the 
region must travel several days over water. This greatly moderates their temperature. It 
is not surprising therefore that, winter or summer, temperatures of coastal locations do 
not vary a lot. The region's location in the middle of a vast ocean also means that most 

air masses that arr ive are usually heavi ly moisture-laden. When coupled with winds 
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that blow against the mountains so producing orographic uplift, the situation is ideal 

for producing frequent and sometimes heavy rainfall. 
One important difference between the New Zealand climate and those of places 

of comparable latitude in the Northern Hemisphere is the pervasive influence of the 
great ice mass of Antarctica. It generates enormous quantities of cold air that spill out 
over the surrounding Southern Ocean, regardless of season. Thus any time the atmos
pheric circulation causes air to flow north from there, a cold air outbreak occurs. 

These frequently reach New Zealand as cold fronts. Since Antarctic ice melts little in 
summer, this advection of cold air from the south can occur in even the warmest part 
of the year. Mountains can receive fresh snow and frosts may occur in any season. 

Thus New Zealand locations tend to be cooler in summer than their counterparts at 
the same latitude in the Northern Hemisphere. On the other hand, New Zealand's 
maritime location means that winters tend to be milder. 

A further factor that must be recognised is the role played by the collar of sea ice 

that encircles Antarctica. This expands substantially in winter, to lie within 1500 km 
of New Zealand, and the time that cold air is heated by its passage over the oceans is 
very much reduced. Thus a sustained southerly change in winter can be very cold 

indeed, dropping temperatures close to freezing. Antarctica helps maintain a very 
strong latitudinal temperature gradient between it and Australia, the hot continent 
basking under the subtropical high-pressure belt. The speed of the westerlies is directly 

related to this gradient. It is strongest in spring and early summer, when Australia is 
very warm and yet Antarctica remains cold. Then the westerlies tend to strengthen 
and give the familiar equinoctial gales and enhanced rainfall west of the mountains. 

On the other hand, the latitudinal gradient is weaker in winter when the Australian 
continent cools, and therefore the westerlies often weaken. Thus many places on the 

west coast of New Zealand and in the Southern Alps have a rainfall minimum at this 
time of year. Winter is often quoted as having more settled weather, and is the best 
time to visit scenic gems such as Milford Sound and Aoraki/Mt Cook. 

The terrain and relief of New Zealand exerts a major influence on weather and 

local climates and helps explain the tremendous variety in land use and landscape. 
The orientation of the mountain ranges, more or less perpendicular to the westerlies, 
is crucial for the protection they offer both to eastern parts (for southwest to northerly 

airflows) and to the west (for south to northeast airflows). The interaction of the 
mountains with the predominant airflow direction means that western parts tend to 

be much wetter than eastern parts. 
Much of the day-to-day weather in New Zealand is controlled by the passage of 

fronts and the type of air mass associated with them (as described further in Chapter 
5). If the air mass has had its origins in the subtropical Pacific Ocean and is advected 

over the region from the north, the air tends to be much warmer and moister than 
normal. Such an air mass produces wetter conditions, except in the lee of mountains, 
and increases atmospheric humidity. Contrast this with an air mass that has its origins 

over the polar ice regions. Initially very dry and cold, such air will be modified from 
below as it passes over an increasingly warmer ocean. When reaching New Zealand it 
tends to be colder than usual, giving a 'raw' feel to the weather. It may have picked 
up some moisture, but on the whole does not usually produce as much rainfall as 
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Figure 5.1 Typical weather systems of the New Zealand region. (After Sturman & Tapper 1996) 

The mean sea-level isobaric map 

The mean sea-level isobaric map is a major tool used by meteorologists to forecast 
weather conditions up to a few days ahead. It is created using pressure measurements 
made at surface stations, and drawing contour lines connecting all points of the same 

sea- level-corrected pressure, or isobars (Figure 5.2). Maps of pressure and other quan
tities are also created for several heights in the atmosphere and used to aid in the fore
casting process, as described later. Such maps include weather satellite pictures and 

radar images. The main features observed on common mean sea-level isobaric maps 
include anticyclones (highs), depressions (cyclones or lows), ridges of high pressure, 
troughs of low pressure, and fronts of varying kinds (Figure 5.2). In interpreting the 
features on a synoptic weather map, the general principle is that regions of high pres
sure are associated with descending and anticlockwise motion, while lows normally 
represent ascend ing clockwise motion. The significance of this for observed weather is 

that development of act ive cloud and significant rainfall requires strong upward 
motion of air, and this is typical of low-pressure systems but tends to be inhibited in 
anticyclones. There is therefore a clear link between the distribution of surface pres

sure, general rising or descending motion, and the type of weather experienced. 
It should also be noted that the mean sea-level isobaric map provides a good indi

cation of the strength and direction of the wind near the ground. The pressure distrib
ution at sea level provides a measure of the downward force created by the weight of 

the atmosphere. The effect of horizontal variations of pressure is to cause air to start to 
move from high towards low pressure. However, as soon as the air starts to move under 
the influence of the pressure gradient force, it is affected by the Earth's rotation, 
which deflects it towards the left in the Southern Hemisphere, producing what is 
known as the geostrophic wind (Figure S.3a). The deflection of airflow due to the 
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An example weather map showing major features observed in t he New Zealand 

Earth's rotation is called the Coriolis force, and the geostrophic wind represents the 
balance between the Coriolis force and the pressure-gradient force. This wind flows 
parallel to the isobars with low pressure on its right-hand side, and strictly only refers 
to situations when the isobars are stra ight. The term gradient wind is normally used 
when the isobars are curved, which is frequently the case (Figure S.3b). In th is case, 

the centrifugal force becomes important because of curvature in the flow. To confuse 
things further, the effect of surface friction is to cause a ir to move across the isobars 
slightly instead of following them, as shown in Figure S.3c. Frictional effects are obvi
ously more important near the ground, so that it is here that airflow across the isobars 

is the greatest, resulting in the movement of air towards centres of low pressure and 
away from highs. They also reduce wind strength. 

Three-dimensional aspects of weather 

As mentioned earlier, lows and highs are important regions of vertical motion, so that 
air converging on the centre of a low is part of a three-dimensional· circulation that 
transports air upward through the troposphere. If this were not the case, air would 
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Figure 5.3 Schematic figure showing principles behind (a) the geostrophic wind, (b) the gradient 
wind, and (c) the effect of friction. CF and PGF represent the Coriolis force and pressure gradient 
force respectively. (J. is the defl ectio n du e to friction . (After Sturman & Tapper 1996) 

accumulate and pressure would rise, causing the low centre to disappear. S imilarly, 
descending motion expe rienced through the core of an anticyclone must be balanced 
by outflow at the surface and inflow aloft for it to be maintained. It is therefore impor

tant to visualise the atmosphere as three-dimensional, and to this end maps of pressure 
and other parameters are produced for different levels in the troposphere. 

One of the main processes significant for the development or decay of synopt ic 
weather systems is that of convergence and divergence of atmospheric mass. As men

tioned above, the accumulation of air over a particular area results in an increase of 
surface pressure, while depletion causes a reduction. Hence there is an intimate rela

tionship between a ir-mass accumulat ion and depletion and surface pressure changes, 
which must ultimately affect a ir motion because of its dependence on horizontal 
pressure distribution (as described in the prev ious section) . The development and 
decay of anticyclones and depressions therefore occurs as a result of changes in the 
balance between the inflow and outflow of air within a given volume, and its link to 

density and pressure variations. Figure 5,4 provides a simplified three-dimensional per
spective of the flows assoc iated with depressions and anticyclones. In reality, the 
three-dimensional characteristics of synoptic weather systems tend to be more compli

cated than suggested by Figure 5,4, with regions of upper divergence and convergence 
frequently offset from the surface features with which they are linked. However, it is 
evident that for a depress ion to intensify, the rate of divergence aloft must be greater 
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than convergence at the surface, causing the surface pressure to drop. Similarly, for an 
anticyclone to intensify, convergence of air above must be greater than divergence at 

the surface, so that air mass is accumulated. Decay of these weather systems occurs in 
situations when air mass accumulates in the case of a depression, or is depleted in an 

anticyclone. 
As also shown in Figure 5.4, horizontal rotation is a major feature of synoptic 

weather systems, and vorticity is a measure of the intensity of this circulation. It is 

defined as rotation per unit area. There is a simple relationship between convergence 
and increased vorticity, and divergence and reduced vorticity, with the result that the 
circulation around low-pressure centres tends to be more intense than around high
pressure centres. This can be illustrated with reference to the principle of conserva

tion of angular momentum, which assumes that the product of the angular velocity of 
rotation and the radius should remain constant. In the case of a cyclonic, or low
pressure, system, the surface convergence of air reduces the radius, so that the angular 

velocity should increase (Figure 5.5). Conversely, anticyclonic systems should expe
rience a reduction in the speed of rotation, owing to increasing radius of curvature. 
Vorticity is obviously associated with low- and high-pressure systems, but can also 

originate anywhere in the atmosphere where flow is curved or horizontal shear occurs. 
It is apparent that, as discussed later, the superimposition of cyclonic vorticity above 
a frontal zone is a major factor in the development of mid-latitude depressions. 

Figure 5.4 (Left & centre) Convergence and divergence associated with cyclonic and anticyclonic weather 
systems, and the link to vertical shrinking and stretching of the air column. (After Sturman & Tapper 1996) 

Figure 5.5 (Right) Principle of conservation of angular momentum. (After Sturman & Tapper 1996) 
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Major synoptic weather features 

Mid-latitude depressions 

Mid-latitude depress ions originate in a region dominated by the interaction of tropical 
and polar air masses. The development of marked frontal zones between these air 

masses frequently provides the driving force for the creat ion of new depress ions, or 
cyclogenesis. The initiation of a frontal zone, frontogenesis, occurs when air masses 
of contrasting characteristics meet. This process is commonly associated with particular 

circulation patterns-for example, in the col , or trough, between two subtropical anti
cyclones (Figure 5.6). The movement of warm air towards cold (or vice versa) is called 
warm advection (or cold advection), and the stronger this thermal advection, the 

greater the temperature change an area is likely to experience. Thermal advect ion 
tends to be strongest when the pressure pattern produces airflow across the tempera
ture field, a situation termed baroclinic (Figure 5.6 ). Where airflow runs parallel to 

the isotherms, the condition is called barotropic. Maps providing both pressure and 
temperature fie lds are therefore important forecasting tools. However, the depth of the 
atmosphere between the height of the 1000 and 500 hPa pressure levels (or thickness) 

is generally used as a surrogate for temperature of the lower troposphere. 
When cold and warm a ir masses converge along a frontal zone, the warmer air is 

more buoyant and therefore rises over the cold along a slanting surface. The enhance

ment of rising motion gives rise to condensation and precipita tion , as described in 
Chapter 9. Different types of front develop depending on the relative movement of 

Figure 5.6 Typical pattern of a col with a frontal trough to the south , showing barotropic and baroclinic 
conditions (marked by e llipses) . Dashed lines indicate isotherms, w hil e solid lines are isobars. 
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the cold and warm air and the overall motion of the frontal zone. The main types are 
labe lled in Figure 5.2. Warm fronts represent the situat ion in which warm air replaces 
cold, while cold fronts indicate the opposite. Occluded fronts occur when a co ld front 

catches up with and overtakes a warm front, causing the warm air between them to be 
lifted up off the ground. Fronts tend to be regions of significant weather development, 
including cloud and precipitation, because of the strong upward motion that is typi

cally associated with them. Cold fronts tend to be steeper than warm fronts, so that 
when they move across an area the period of bad weather tends to be more short- lived. 

As mentioned earlier, mid-latitude depressions frequently originate along frontal 
zones, and the frontal wave theory of cyclogenesis was developed in the Northern 
Hemisphere to explain this process (Figure 5.7). It can be applied to some degree to 
weather systems that affect New Zealand. In this theory, a deformation of the front is 

sa id to occur, with rotation initiated around the point of deformation. Normally, this 
rotation (or vorticity) is generated by enhanced rising mot ion due to the superimposi
tion of a region of divergence aloft, but it may also be associated with a region of 

cyclonic vorticity in the mid troposphere . The rising motion and vorticity work 
together to cause increased deformation of the fronta l zone, resulting in the formation 
of a mature depression. It is therefore the three-d imensional structure of the atmos

phere that determines whether a depression will develop, with upper-level patterns of 
divergence and vorticity playing important roles. Upper- level troughs and jet streams 
are important features in the development of surface weather systems owing to their 

impact on patterns of both divergence and vorticity. Their impact is sch ematically 
illustrated in Figure 5.B. These features often move from west to east through the 
New Zealand region at different speeds to the surface weather systems. However, when 

they cause regions of divergence to be located above surface regions of convergence, 
the development of depressions may be initiated or enhanced. Similarly, the superim
position of a region of cyclonic vorticity may assist in cyclogenesis. Conversely, anti
cyclones are enhanced by convergence aloft and the superimposition of anticyclonic 
vorticity. 

Types of depression 

New Zealand is affected by two main types of mid-latitude depression, apart from ex
tropical cyclones, which are discussed later: these are Southern Ocean and Tasman 
Sea lows (Figure 5.9). The former move quickly through the New Zealand region from 

west to east, passing to the sou th of the country, but frequently extending a frontal 
trough over the country. They tend to originate many thousands of kilometres to the 
west and are generally in their mature phase by the time they affect New Zealand. The 

passage of the frontal trough frequently produces a southerly change, particularly over 
the South Island, when the preceding northwesterly flow is replaced by a significantly 
c.ooler southwesterly (see Chapter 6 for further details). Lows originating further north 

in the Tasman Sea tend to move more slowly and errat ically across the country from 
west to east, and therefore provide a more difficu lt forecasting problem. This is 
because they can frequently develop qui te rapidly, often as secondary depressions 

along a co ld front in the Tasman Sea, where there are few weather observations 
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Figure 5.7 (Left) Schematic three-dimensional representation of frontal wave theory and cyclogenesis. (After 
Sturman & Tapper 1996) 

Figure 5.8 Simplified view of the effect of upper-level flow patterns on divergence, vorticity, and surface 
weather systems. (After Sturman & Tapper 1996) 

(Figure 5.9). They move relatively slowly as the tropospheric westerlies are relatively 
weak at this latitude. However, as they may pass over the North or South Island, 
and sometimes around the northern or southern tip of the country, the weather 
they produce can vary from place to place. The effects of the mountains is particu

larly significant through their effect on vertical motion. 
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Figure 5.9 Schematic examples of (a) Southern Ocean and (b) Tasman Sea lows. A typical example of a 
subtropical anticyclone over northern New Zealand is also provided in (a). 

Subtropical anticyclones 

As described earlier, subtropical anticyclones are typically located at around 30-40o S 
in the New Zealand region (Figure S.9a), where air from the tropics descends in the 

Hadley Cell (see Chapter 4). Because of their latitud inal location, they tend to move 
eastwards more slowly than Southern Ocean lows, resulting in quite" complex varia
tions in the evolution of intervening airflow patterns. In contrast to depress ions, the 
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anticyclones are associated with dominantly descending air, which inhibits the devel
opment of cloud and precipitation. This descending motion causes the development 
of subsidence inversions, which are sharp increases of temperature with height. These 

features act to restrict upward motion and may act as a lid to vertical movement of 
warm buoyant air rising from the surface. Depending on the moisture content of the 
air, this may produce clear skies or extensive sheets of stratocumulus cloud (Figure 
5.10). 

On occasions, anticyclones extend southward to the extent that they interfere 
with the eastward movement of Southern Ocean lows and cause the breakdown of 

strong westerly flow (Figure 5.11). These blocking anticyclones often extend through 
most of the troposphere and, as discussed later, represent a phase in the atmospheric 
circulation of the globe during which strong meridional (north-south) flow occurs. 

This produces maximum exchange of heat between the tropics and polar regions. The 
New Zealand region experiences the highest frequency of blocking anticyclones in the 
Southern Hemisphere, apparently owing to the frequent location of a split in the west

erly jet stream in this part of the globe. 

Large-scale 

subsidence 

----~--~---~---~------~

AAAA A 
Small - scale ascent 

Figure 5.10 Schematic illustration of development of stratocumulus during anticyclonic subsidence. (After 
Sturman & Tapper 1996) 

Figure 5.11 An example of a strong anticyclonic blocking situation. 
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Tropical cyclones 

Tropica l cyclones develop between about 10 and 300 S and affect a large section of the 
western Pac ific from the Queensland coast to well east of Fiji. Several criteria are 
required for their development. 

• They form over ocean surfaces with a temperature greater than about 26°C, as the 
warmth and high moisture content provides the energy that drives them. 

• They tend not to form within a few degrees of the equator, because the effect of 
the Earth's rotation (the Corio lis force) is zero there. Low va lues of the Coriolis 
force result in a weakened propensity for rotat ion in the flow. 

• There generally has be some sort of initial disturbance to establish strong vertical 
motion and to develop rotat ion within the storm. 

• Unstab le atmospheric conditions are also important, particularly in assoc iation 
with condensation, which releases latent heat. 

• Vertical wind shear should be weak, so that energy is not dissipated. 
• Upper-level divergence encourages ascend ing motion, for the reasons discussed 

earlier. 
Tropical cyclones sometimes affect the New Zealand region when they track 

southwards during later stages of their evolution, although they generally decay quite 
quickly upon leaving warm tropical waters. Once out of the tropics, however, the 
cyclones become increasingly affected by the stronger westerly flow and tend to turn 

towards the southeast, joining the stream of Southern Ocean depressions south of the 
country. Occasionally, tropical cyclones have mainta ined the ir intensity during their 
passage over New Zealand causing significant damage and sometimes loss of life . 

Examples include Cyclone Gisele, which sank the interisland ferry Wahine near 
Wellington on 10 April 1968, and Cyclone Bola, which in March 1988 caused signif
icant damage because of the intense rainfall that it produced, particu larly over eastern 
and northeastern parts of the country (see Chapter 23 ). However, tropical cyclones 

have generally lost most of their energy by the time they reach New Zealand, a lthough 
they may sometimes regenerate as mid-latitude depressions. 

Impacts on New Zealand weather 

Synoptic weather systems have a significant impact on the New Zealand environ

ment, particularly because of the rapid changes that can occur and the difficulties of 
forecasting local impacts of changes in the weather. There is a clear link between air
mass movements across the country and cloud and precipitation development. 
Although reference to air-mass characteristics is less popular than it used to be, the 
cloud patterns observed in satellite pictures often provide an indication of the differ

ing air masses and their effect on the weather. The main air masses that bring extremes 
in the weather over New Zealand are tropical maritime and polar maritime, the former 
being significantly warmer and moister than the latter. These air masses are drawn 
across the country by the alternating depressions and anticyclones, and the ir effect on 

regional weather depends on their association with these three-d imensional circulating 
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systems. Extensive sheets of stratiform cloud are associated with large anticyclones, 

which provide a lid to vertical cloud development. Fields of cellular cloud indicate 
cumulus development in cold air moving northward over the region, as shown in the 
satellite picture in Figure 5.12. This cloud development is caused by heating of the 
cold air at the surface as it moves northwards, which destabilises the atmosphere, 

resulting in large parcels of air becoming buoyant and rising through the lower tropos
phere. Fronts between air masses appear as distinct linear features, which often spiral 

outward from a low centre. 
The synoptic weather patterns over New Zealand experience some seasonal vari

ation, although it is less significant than continental regions of the world. There is a 

north and southward shift of the major components of the global circulation, which 

Figure 5.12 Satellite image showing fronts and cellular cumulus cloud (provided by E. Brenstrum). 
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results in more persistent westerly airflow in spring, with an increase in the frequency 
of anticyclones during late summer. There is also thought to be a seven-day cycle in 
the movement of weather systems across the country, owing to a regular alternation 
between anticyclones and depressions. However, these cyclical changes are frequently 

broken up by, first, phases of zonal and meridional circulation dominated by westerly 
and north-south flow respectively (Figure 5.13). Zonal flow represents the dominance 
of westerly winds, while meridional flow occurs when the westerly current breaks 

down to produce predominantly northerly or southerly winds. Second, modulation of 
seasonal and weekly cycles is also associated with the much larger-scale EI Nino 

Southern Oscillation (ENSO) teleconnection, discussed in Chapter 8. Changes from 
EI Nino to La Nina conditions generally result in a change from predominantly west 
and southwesterly flow over New Zealand to that from the northeast. It is therefore 

obvious that these localised changes in dominant wind direction are associated with 
significant variations in the movement of synoptic weather systems through the 
region, resulting from the much larger-scale fluctuations in intensity of the Walker 

Circulation. The overall effect is a change in the distribution of rainfall and tempera
ture anomalies over the country, with the south and west colder and wetter in EI Nino, 
and the northeast generally dryer. During La Ni11a phases the country is generally 
warmer, with increased rainfall over the north and east. 

A major feature of New Zealand weather is the interaction of synoptic circulation 
systems with the underlying surface, which creates complex local weather variations, 

as described in more detail in Chapter 6. This interaction involves both dynamic and 

(a) H 
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-----------------------* 
L 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5.13 Patterns of zonal and meridional circulation, with (a) strong zonal flow, (b) 
intermediate wave development, (c) strong meridional flow, and (d) combined short and long waves. 
(After Sturman & Tapper 1996) 
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thermal effects, producing modified patterns of airflow, temperature, cloud and precip
itat ion. The most significant effect is associated with extensive mountain ranges, 
although coastline discontinuities a lso have an impact. The strong oceanic influence 

ensures a plentiful supply of moisture, so that intense precipitation and flooding can 
occur anywhere in the country at any time of year. It is ev ident from earlier discussion 
that changes in phase of the larger-scale circulation can lead to the dominance of 
part icular wind directions over New Zealand, which, when interacting with the 

terra in, bring different kinds of weather to diffe rent parts of the country. 

Weather forecasting 

T he main reason for studying the atmosphere is to prov ide accura te forecasts of future 
weather conditions. Weather forecasts are required for many app lications including 
transportation (e.g. highways, av iation, and shipping), primary industries (such as 
agricu lture, forestry, and fishing), recreation (e.g. tramping, ballooning, and skiing), 

and hazard mitigation (e.g. flooding, severe winds, heavy snow, and thunderstorms). 
Different applications frequently require different kinds of forecast, at various time 
and space scales , and with differing degrees of accuracy. The process of producing a 
weather forecast involves a series of steps. T hese are: 

1 Observation and ana lysis-to obtain as complete a set of current information as 
poss ible, so that the meteorologist can develop a mental three-d imensional image 
of the atmosphere and its properties. 

2 Diagnosis-to determine how the atmosphere came to be in its current state. 
3 Prognosis-to project the current situation forward in time and to incorporate 

any dynamic changes that migh t occur. 

4 Prediction-of the major weather parameters of interest from the mental image of 
the projected situation. 

S Formulation of the spatial and temporal variat ion-of predicted parameters in 

concise written or spoken terms so that the information can be readily under
standable to the user of the forecast. (Sturman & Tapper 1996) 
The approach taken to achieving an accurate and useful forecast has var ied over 

the last century, owing mainly to advances in ava ilable technology. These include 
development of equipment for making observations, communications systems for 

transmitting weather data and forecasts rapidly around the world, and computer sys
tems fast enough to accurately simulate future ch anges in the atmosphere up to ten 
days ahead. Today, automatic weather stations provide surface measurements of the 

standard meteorological variables, such as pressure, temperature, humidity, and wind. 
Weather sate llites and radar provide images of the distribution of cloud and precipita
tion, as well as other parameters. Meteorological balloons, wind profilers and other 
measurement systems provide additional data about the three-dimens ional structure 

of the atmosphere. Many of these observations are obtained and transmitted automat
ically to data-co llection centres around the world, where they are input to complex 
numerical models designed to simulate most of the physical processes in the atmos
phere. Both the raw data and the output from the numerical weather prediction 
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models are analysed by forecasters, who apply their local knowledge to interpret 
recent weather and predict what is likely to happen over the next few hours and days. 

More specialised forecasts may also be provided for particular clients, such as frost 
forecasts for farmers, fire weather forecasts for forest managers, or flood forecasts for 
catchment hydrologists. A general overview of the forecasting process is provided in 

Figure 5.14. Modem weather forecasting clearly involves a combination of objective 
numerical techniques with the more traditional application of subjective interpreta

tion, based on the expertise and experience of the individual forecaster. 
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Figure 5.14 Schematic overview of the weather-forecasting process. (From World 
Meteorological Organization 1996) 
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subtropical a ir masses, and may sometimes bring snow. Occasionally an air mass 
arrives directly over the Tasman Sea from the desert interior of Australia, and may be 

laden with dust or smoke from bush fires there, so that it leaves a reddish-brown tinge 
to the snow fields. Such air is warmer and drier than normal. 

Summary 

This chapter began by discussing the major controls on global climate. These include 

Sun-Earth relationships, and the effect of the atmosphere and surface, which lead to 
spatial and temporal variations in the receipt of solar radiation across the globe. These 
variations lead to energy imbalances, which provide the driving force for global 
atmospheric and oceanic circulations. The chapter continues by considering the place 

of New Zealand in the global climate system and other influences on the country's 
climate. Many features of New Zealand weather and climate are a direct result of 
imbalances in the receipt of energy within the Southern Hemisphere. Weather and 
ocean currents in this context represent the day-to-day transfer of energy on a massive 

scale through the region. The following chapter considers the synoptic scale controls 
on day-to-day weather. 

Further reading 
Briggs, D.J. Smithson, P.A. & Atkinson, K. 1997, Fundamentals of the Physical Environ

ment, Rou tledge, London. 

Ne iburger, M. Edinger, J.G. & Bonner, W.D. 1981, Understanding Our Atmospheric 
Environment, Freeman, San Francisco. 

Sturman, A.P. & Tapper, N.J. 1996, The Weather and Climate of Australia and New 
Zealand, Oxford University Press, Melbourne. 
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